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imaginary part of a complex number
modal stiffness, lb/ft
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n-per-rev or n per rotor revolution
real part of a complex number
frequency response of shaker excitation, complex scalar, lb
input vector indicating type of shake, complex constant
frequency response of input vector, complex
real representation of 0
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frequency response vector of balance transfer functions, complex
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Abbreviations
AF
NF
PM
RM
SF
Subscripts
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S
Superscripts
C
u
axial force, positive aft, lb
normal force, positive up, lb
pitching moment, positive nose up, in.-Ib
rolling moment, positive advancing side down, in.-lb
side force, positive toward advancing side, lb
cosine component
sine component
dynamically corrected hub load components
dynamically uncorrected hub load components
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SUMMARY
A shake test was performed on the Large Scale Dynamic Rig in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel
in support of the McDonnell Douglas Advanced Rotor Technology (MDART) Test Program. The
shake test identifies the hub modes and the dynamic calibration matrix of the rotor balance. For hub
mode identification, three configurations were tested: wind tunnel scale unlocked with dampers
engaged and disengaged, and wind tunnel scale locked. Test data were analyzed with a multi-degree-
of-freedom time domain algorithm to identify the modal properties of the hub modes. The damping
of the low frequency hub modes (ground resonance modes) increases significantly with the wind
tunnel dampers engaged. For dynamic calibration of the rotor balance, the shake test was performed
only with the wind tunnel dampers engaged. The dynamic calibration matrix, computed from the
shake test data using a least squares error method, is used to correct the five-per-rev vibratory
balance readings. The corrections are large for the side force, moderate for the axial force and
inplane hub moments, and small for the normal force.
INTRODUCTION
In support of the McDonnell Douglas Advanced Rotor Technology (MDART) Test Program, a
shake test was conducted on the Large Scale Dynamic Rig (LSDR) in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind
Tunnel. The MDART Test Program is a joint cooperative effort between NASA Ames Research
Center and McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems to evaluate the aerodynamic performance and
the aeromechanic properties of the MDART rotor. The MDART rotor is a modem five-bladed
bearingless design that incorporates elastomeric dampers to augment the inplane blade motion
damping. The objectives of the shake test are to identify the modal parameters of the inplane hub
modes and to perform a dynamic calibration of the rotor balance. This report describes the shake test
setup, testing procedure, data acquisition and reduction process, and the shake test results.
The first objective of the shake test is to identify the modal properties of the hub inplane
motions. The prediction of the ground resonance for the rotor-support system is a crucial part of the
risk reduction process in rotor testing. Such analysis requires the structural properties of the hub
modes as input. In particular, ground resonance is an aeromechanic instability that can occur during
the frequency-crossings of the inplane hub and blade motions. Since the frequency of the blade
inplane mode varies with the rotor rotational speed, the frequency-crossings define the critical speed
ranges in rotor operation. Ground resonance depends on the level of damping of the blade inplane
modesaswell asthedampingof thehubmodes,which in turndependson thestructuralproperties
of thestandsupportsystem.Severalconfigurationsof thewind tunnelsetupwereshake-testedto
identify agroundresonance-safet stconfiguration.
Thesecondobjectiveof theshaketestis to performa dynamiccalibrationof therotorbalance.
Accuratemeasurementof therotorvibratoryhubloadsiscrucial in thedevelopmentof rotor systems
andhasremainedoneof themajorchallengesin rotorcrafttesting(refs. 1-4). In theMDART test
setup,afive-componentrotorbalanceinstalledbelowtherotorhubin thenonrotatingsystem
measuresboth thesteadyandthevibratoryrotorhubloads.Sincethemeasuredvibratoryhub loads
aremodulatedby thedynamicsof therotorbalanceandthemodelsupportsystem,theresultsof the
dynamiccalibration identify thetransferfunctionsrelatingtheactualappliedvibratory hubloadsto
thebalancereadings.Furthermore,sincethefrequencycontentsof therotor vibratory hubloadsin
forward flight aredominatedby thebladenumberharmonics,thedynamiccalibrationfocuseson the
balancefrequencyresponsesat thenominalfive-per-rev(5P)of theMDART rotor.
TEST SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Test Setup
Figure 1 shows the LSDR installed in the test section of the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The
LSDR consists of an upper and a lower housing connected by a vertical stand strut. In the upper
housing, the rotor hub is connected to a static mast which is mounted to a five-component rotor
balance. The rotor balance consists of an upper and a lower ring connected by four strain gauge
instrumented flexures of rectangular cross section. The vertical distance between the rotor hub and
the balance center is 37 inches. The static mast encloses the rotating drive shaft that transfers torque
directly to the rotor hub. In this arrangement, the static mast allows a direct transfer of the rotor hub
shears and moments to the rotor balance in the nonrotating system. The upper fairing encloses the
balance housing, the hydraulic servo-actuators for the rotor control system, and the static mast.
A vertical stand strut connects the upper balance housing to the lower housing and is placed on
top of the transmission. The transmission and a 1,500-hp General Electric motor are mounted to a
sled. The sled is a major structural component supporting the lower housing. A large lower fairing
encloses the sled, the motor, and the transmission. The front cross-arm extends from the base of the
vertical stand and rests on two 2-foot front struts and a 60-inch tip. Another arm extends rearward
from the end of the sled and rests on a telescoping tail strut that controls changes in the model
longitudinal shaft tilt. A rectangular floating frame supports the test section turntable which in turn
supports the three struts.
The four lift posts of the wind tunnel scale support the floating frame. The scale is the balance
system for the wind tunnel, designed to measure the loads acting on the test model as well as the
supporting structures. The lift posts measure the vertical loads, while the two side force piers and the
drag pier measure the inplane loads. The moments can be derived from the forces measured with the
lift posts and the side force piers due to the unique arrangement of these instruments. Since the lift
posts and the piers are designed for load measurements, the scale provides little stiffness and
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dampingto thesupportmodel.As asafetymeasure,thescalecanbelockedout to stiffen thesupport
system,or, in theunlockedconfiguration,operateswith thebalancedampersengaged.Thescaleis
inoperativein the lockedconfiguration.In theunlockedconfiguration,thebalancedampersprovide
additionaldampingto thesupportsystem.
A close-upphotoof averticalshakeis shownin figure 2. Only thebladeflexbeamsandthe
snubbersareinstalledduring theshaketest.Themissingcomponentsfrom theMDART rotor arethe
blades,thedampers,andthepitchcases.For hubmodeidentification,a leadweight is attachedto the
hubto simulatetherotormass.For dynamiccalibration,acircularplate(fig. 2) is mountedto the
hubto simulatetherotorweightandto allowoff-shaftaxisverticalshaking.Theplateis sufficiently
rigid andproperlysupportedto preventeitherelasticdeformationor rigid body motionduring
actuatorexcitation.
TheMTS Model 204.08hydraulicactuatorisusedto excitethesimulatedhub asshownin
figure 2 for avertical shakeandin figure 3 for aninplaneshake.TheMTS Model 406.11shaker
controller,operatedin thestrokefeedbackmode,providesexcitationsignalsto theactuator.For
inplaneshake,therearendof theactuatoris attachedto a 5-footextensionarmsupportedby an
l 1,600-1breactionmass.For verticalshake,therearendof theactuatoris supportedby thereaction
massdirectly. In bothcases,thereactionmassis hungfroma gantrycrane.Thefront end of the
actuatoris attachedto a loadcell, which is connectedto thedummyhub,to monitortheactuator
force.The shakeris alignedwith respecto eithertheextensionarmor theactuator,which in turn
is alignedparallel to eachof theshakingdirections.After roughalignmentof theactuatorandthe
extensionarmusingthegantrycrane,finealignmentis achievedby applyingtensionto theguy
wiresattachingthereactionmassto thetunnelfloor.Theguywiresalsorestrainthereactionmass
from swingingduringactuatorexcitation.
Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The instrumentation includes fifteen accelerometers, the load cell, and the five components of
the rotor balance. The accelerometers are mounted at seven locations on the test stand to identify
the types of hub modes. Figure 4 depicts the accelerometer locations with a stick model of the test
stand, and table 1 provides the nodal coordinates of the stick model. Note that the origin of the
Cartesian coordinate is the intersection of line 1-7 and line 5-6 shown in figure 4. Three accet-
erometers are mounted at the hub (node 1) to measure the hub vertical, longitudinal, and lateral
responses. The other six pairs of accelerometers are mounted at the top and bottom of the two front
struts (nodes 3-6) as well as the tail strut (nodes 8 and 10) to measure the strut responses in the
longitudinal and lateral directions. The five components of the rotor balance are the axial, side, and
normal forces, and the pitching and rolling moments. The load cell is calibrated up to _+1,000 Ib,
while the accelerometers are calibrated to _+1 g at frequencies up to 100 Hz.
The selection of which signals to record depends on the objective of the shake test. The recorded
signals include all fifteen accelerometers and the load cell for the hub mode identification and all
five rotor balance channels and the load cell for the dynamic calibration.
TheGenRadModel 2515Computer-AidedTestSystemacquiresthedataandcomputesthe
transferfunctionsusingtheRealTime Analysis(RTA) program.The GenRadis aportabledynamic
signalanalyzerfor generalpurposedataacquisitionandanalysis.Thedataacquisitionis capableof
acquiringup to 16channelsandanalyzingdatain thefrequencyrangesup to 25.6kHz with anti-
aliasprotectiononall channels.Thecomputedtransferfunctionrelateseitheranaccelerometeror a
balancechannelfrequencyresponseto theloadcell input.Thecomputedtransferfunctionsare
subsequentlystoredin theGenRaddatabase.
Theresponsefunctionbandwidthis setto 16Hz for hubmodeidentificationandto 64Hz for
balancecalibration.Thefrequencyspectrumconsistsof 512spectrallines.For hubmodeidenti-
fication,only themodeswith frequencycontentlessthantherotorone-per-rev(6.53Hz) affectthe
groundresonancebehaviorsof therotor-supportsystem.For dynamiccalibration,thefrequencyof
interestis the5Pof theMDART rotor,which is 32.67Hz. Thefrequencyestimatesarebasedon the
nominaloperatingrpmof 392.During thedataacquisition,aHanningwindow is appliedto all
channelsto minimize leakage.Theshakercontrollerreceivesbroadbandrandomfrequencysignals
generatedby theGenRadto drive thehydraulicactuator.Theaverageexcitationlevelsare80 lb for
hubmodeidentificationand250lb for dynamiccalibration.Subsequentresultsfrom thedynamic
calibrationindicatethattheexcitationlevelshouldhavebeenmorethandoublefor thecalibrationof
thevibratory axial force.A lineartime-averagingschemeis employedin thecomputationof the
transferfunctionsto improvethesignal-to-noiseratio.
Test Procedure
Hub mode identification- For hub mode identification, the shaker supplied two independent
inplane excitations in the longitudinal and lateral directions for each of the three wind tunnel
configurations: wind tunnel scale unlocked with dampers off and dampers on, and wind tunnel scale
locked. Since preliminary results from the ground resonance prediction using the shake test data
indicated that safe rotor operation was ensured with the wind tunnel dampers engaged, the dynamic
calibration was performed only in the dampers-on configuration.
Dynamic calibration- The dynamic calibration of the rotor balance is performed with seven
independent shakes. In fact, only five independent shakes are necessary to determine the dynamic
calibration matrix. However, seven shakes are performed to reduce experimental uncertainties. The
dynamic calibration is conducted with the rotor shaft vertical and nonrotating. The effects of the
rotor shaft tilt on the dynamic calibration, which can be significant (ref. 4), are not investigated. The
effects of shaft rotation on the dynamic calibration are expected to be small, as shown in reference 4
for another full-scale rotor balance system, because of the unique arrangement of the rotor test stand
that allows a direct transfer of rotating hub loads to the fixed system through a static mast.
The seven shaking configurations include two inplane shakes and five vertical shakes. The
inplane shakes in the longitudinal and lateral directions provide pure axial force and side force
inputs, respectively. Figure 3 shows the setup for a pure side force excitation. One of the vertical
shakes is at the hub center, providing a pure vertical force input. The 28-inch diameter circular plate
allows for the other four off-axis vertical shakes for combined vertical force-inplane hub moment
input, one of which is shown'in figure 2. For the off-axis vertical shakes, the excitation is applied
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neartheedgeof the circular plate resulting in an offset of 13.8 inches from the hub centerline. Off-
axis vertical shakes at the fore and aft positions of the plate provide two independent vertical force-
pitching moment inputs, while the off-axis vertical shakes at the right and left sides of the plate
provide the other two independent vertical force-rolling moment inputs.
DATA ANALYSIS AND TEST RESULTS
Hub Mode Identification
For hub mode identification, the shake test data are postprocessed using the Modal Plus software
package (ref. 5) residing on a Micro VAX II computer. The Polyreference method is used to identify
modal parameters from the transfer function data. This method is a time-domain, curve-fitting
algorithm that provides a global estimate of the modal parameters from multiple reference locations.
The modal parameter extraction involves three steps:
Step 1: Specify the response functions and the coordinates of the accelerometer responses and
of the shaker. The time-domain impulse response functions, obtained from the inverse Fourier
Transform of the response functions, are used to generate a correlation matrix.
Step 2: Plot the error chart that specifies the residual error as a function of the number of roots.
Use the error chart to select the smallest number of roots that minimizes the residual errors.
Using the selected roots, a matrix polynomial is generated based on the correlation matrix. The
roots of the matrix polynomial yield the modal frequencies and damping, while the eigenvectors
provide information to compute the mode shapes.
Step 3: Generate the residues from a least-squares estimate of the response functions based on
the reference locations defined by the correlation matrix. Information about the residues allows
computation of the modal mass and stiffness.
Nine hub modes in the frequency range 0-13 Hz are identified from the shake test. The results
are shown in table 2 for the three scale configurations: scale unlocked with dampers off and dampers
on, and scale locked. The tabulated modal parameters are the natural frequency, critical damping
ratio, and the modal mass for each mode. Information from the mode shapes allows identification of
the types of modes. These modes include the scale longitudinal and lateral modes, and the stand
longitudinal, lateral, and yaw modes. The modal stiffness K r and modal damping C r can be
computed from the tabulated parameters as
K =Mr(o_ (1)
C_ = 2_rM,m ,. (2)
where Mr, _, and o) r are the modal mass, damping, and natural frequency (in rad/sec),
respectively.
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For ground resonance prediction, only the modes with a frequency less than the nominal rotor
rotational speed, 6.53 Hz, are required. The results indicate the scale longitudinal mode is absent
with the dampers engaged, while both scale modes are absent in the locked position. Within the
frequency range of data analysis, the fourth longitudinal stand mode is only present with the scale
locked. The damping of the ground resonance modes (with frequencies less than 6.53 Hz) increases
significantly with the wind tunnel dampers engaged. In fact, the lowest damped mode is the stand
first lateral mode with a critical damping ratio of 2 percent. Independent analysis conducted by
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems using the identified modal parameters indicates that
operation of the MDART rotor is safe from ground resonance with the dampers engaged. From the
rotor operation standpoint, the second longitudinal and the yaw stand modes (6.57 and 6.71 Hz,
respectively) might be a source vibration problem in this configuration because of their frequency
proximity to the rotor nominal rotational speed and their tow damped nature. However, the potential
resonance did not pose a problem during actual wind tunnel testing, probably because of the large
masses of these two modes (see table 2).
Comparing the results of table 2 with those presented in reference 6, a large difference is noted
in the frequency of the stand first longitudinal mode; the frequency is significantly higher for the
MDART test (4.19 versus 2.80 Hz for the dampers-off configuration). Reference 6 documents the
shake test results of the LSDR in support of the Light Helicopter Experimental (LHX) test. Another
significant difference is the absence of the balance frame longitudinal mode in the MDART test with
the dampers-on configuration (a frequency of 2.32 Hz was measured for this mode during the LHX
test). The differences in the two shake tests of the same structure are attributed to the presence of a
relatively large tail boom mounted on the upper housing to simulate the LHX fuselage during the
previous test. In addition, the sizes of the electric motors, the power sources for the rotors, are
different; the MDART test employs a 1,500-hp motor that is significantly heavier and larger than
the 600-hp motor used in the LHX test. The differences in the model configuration account for the
differences in the modal properties shown in table 2 and those reported in reference 6.
Dynamic calibration-
Mathematical formulation: The fundamental assumption in the analysis of the dynamic
calibration is that the balance dynamics are represented by a linear time-invariant system. The input
fi, represents the hub loads, and the output Yi represents the balance readings. Related by a five-by-
five transfer function matrix /_, both l_i and _, are five-component vectors with elements axial force
(AF), side force (SF), normal force (NF), rolling moment (RM), and pitching moment (PM). The
goal of the dynamic calibration is to establish a relationship such that the vibratory hub loads can be
determined given the vibratory balance readings. Specifically, the determination of/_/-i establishes
the relationship. Starting from the above description, the basic relation is
/2/(co)fi, (co)= _'_(co) (3)
where the subscript i denotes a sequence in the shake test, each corresponding to the type of shaking
input. Table 3 presents the seven sequences of the shake test. Since only one shaker was used during
the shake test, the shaker excitation can be factored from fi, (co) as
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/2/(0)) ui s(0)) = Yi(0)) (4)
where s(0)) is the frequency response of the shaker input as measured by the load cell, and u i is a
complex constant vector that denotes the types of shake and the shaking directions. Note that ui is
defined as complex only for consistency with the above relation even though the elements of ui are
real. For a pure side force excitation corresponding to the first sequence, u_ has the form:
g=[o -1 0 0 o] (5)
A nonzero second entry indicates a side force excitation, and the negative sign indicates the
excitation is applied in the negative side force direction. As another example, an off-axis vertical
shake, such as in sequence 7, has both vertical force and roiling moment excitation, and the input
vector u v is
ur=[O 0 1 13.8 0] (6)
The nonzero third entry indicates a vertical force input, while the numerical value of the fourth entry
denotes the moment arm offset (in inches) for the rolling moment input.
Dividing both sides of equation 4 by s(0)) leads to
/-1'(0))u, =y,(0)) (7)
where the components of y, are the transfer functions of the balance channels obtained on line
during the shake test. With this description, y, can be expressed as
Combining all seven shake results into equation 7 yields
/2/((-/))["1 U2'''U6 uTl=[Y,(0))Y2(0))...Y6(0))Y7(0))] (9)
or
= (1o)
where both U and 17 are five-by-seven complex matrices. Note that /-t is a five-by-five complex
matrix that relates the vibratory hub loads to the vibratory balance signals. Before solving for H, a
mathematical method adapted from reference 7 is used to facilitate the manipulation of complex
matrices. This method allows the representation of a complex number by a two-by-two real matrix
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[Re ]-ImRe+ilm- Im Re (11)
where Re and Im denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex number, respectively; i = -x/L-i-;
and - denotes an equivalent relation. This ant!symmetric matrix consists of the real part on the
diagonal and the imaginary part with opposite signs on the off-diagonal. For real numbers, such as
the entries of matrix U, the off-diagonal terms are simply zero. With this representation, complex
arithmetic is essentially replaced with matrix manipulation. This complex-to-real operation doubles
the size of the three matrices H, U, and Y, resulting in three real matrices: H of size ten-by-ten,
and U and Y of size ten-by-fourteen each. With this representation, equation I0 can be expressed as
H(CO)U = Y(CO) (12)
from which, the least squares solution of H is
H( CO) = Y( CO)UT(UU r )-' (13)
Dynamic calibration results: In helicopter rotors, the frequency content of the vibratory hub
loads is dominated by the blade-number harmonics, which is 5P for the five-bladed MDART rotor.
Therefore, the dynamic calibration focuses only on the numerical value of H at 32.67 Hz, or coo,
corresponding to the nominal rotor rpm of 392. From the shake test results, the numerical values of
Y at coo are
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Note that the matrices have been partitioned for clarity. Furthermore, since H relates the hub loads
to the balance signals, H is by definition the inverse of the dynamic calibration matrix. The
dynamic calibration matrix is given by
H-' (tO o ) =
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Note that the dynamic calibration matrix retains the same structure as that of U and Y; that is, H-' is
composed of two-by-two antisymmetric submatrices with equal entries on the diagonal. This fact
implies that the dynamic calibration matrix can be expressed as a five-by-five block or complex
matrix, since each two-by-two submatrix can be represented by a complex number. In terms of
magnitude and phase (denoted by MagZPhase (deg)), the complex form of the dynamic calibration
matrix is
1.82Z72.8 0.74Z91.2 0.08Z-46.1 0.02Z- 104.4 0.02- 146.5
0.55ZI29. 1.18Z- 57.4 0.01Z- 37.2 0.04./110. 0.01Z- 87.1
0.28-/53.0 0.23-/- 24.8 1.13./2.82 0.01-/157.3 0.01Z - 152.
15.1-/135. 39.54-/-40.5 0.15-/- 36.4 1.18/'120.4 0.20./-80.7
40.33Z- 114. 13.27Z- 79.9 1.26./154. 0.41./86.1 0.71-/31.5
In terms of the balance channels, /2/-'can be expressed as
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The diagonal elements represent the dynamic corrections for the primary balance components,
while the off-diagonal elements denote the dynamic correction for the interactions. The units of the
force/moment components are 1/inch, while those for the moment/force components are inches.
The remaining components are dimensionless. Comparing the above matrix with the magnitude
components of the dynamic calibration matrix, all primary balance signals except for the pitching
moment have an amplification factor greater than one. The interactions between the side force and
axial force are moderate (0.74 and 0.55), while the interactions between either the side force or the
axial force with the other components are small (less than 0.08). The normal force has small inter-
action with the other components of the rotor balance (less than 0.3). The interactions between
pitching moment-axial force and rolling moment-side force are large and reflect the vertical offset
of 37 inches between the hub center and the balance moment center. Note that the amplitudes of
these two interaction terms are 40.33 and 39.54, respectively. Also, the dynamic effects of the
normal force on the rolling or pitching moments are negligible.
The existence of a pole or zero of H at or near coo can make the dynamic calibration matrix ill-
conditioned. Visual inspection of all 25 scalar transfer functions y_(co) can qualitatively determine
this condition. However, a rigorous mathematical approach, adopted from reference 7, can quantify
the relative closeness of coo to the poles or zeroes of H. This approach is based on the two facts that
(1) the zeroes of a transfer function H(CO) are the frequencies at which the rank of H(CO) drops
below its normal rank, and (2) the poles of H(CO) are the zeroes of H -_(co) for H square. Since
H(co) is a transfer function matrix, the poles and zeroes of H(co) are not necessarily the poles and
zeroes of each elemental transfer function due to potential cancellation between the elements. A
singular value decomposition of H(co0) reveals that it has full rank. In fact, these singular values are
123.77, 90.12, 0.89, 0.027, and 0.020 and are double values. Since H(co0) has full rank, its inverse
also has fuIl rank. (This fact can be checked from the singular values of H -_ (coo) which are simply
the reciprocal of those of H(CO0) .) The fact that both H(co0) and its inverse have full rank implies
that coo does not lie in the neighborhood of the zeroes of H(co) or H -I (co). This condition, together
with the second fact, infers that coo is not in the neighborhood of a pole of H(co).
Dynamically corrected hub loads: With the dynamic calibration matrix determined, the
corrected vibratory hub loads can be obtained from the balance readings. During the MDART test
program, the raw dynamic data are sampled at 64 samples per rotor revolution and passed through a
four-pole Butterworth filter with a bandwidth setting of 100 Hz. Engineering conversion factors are
applied to the raw data to yield the reduced data. At this stage, the reduced data are harmonically
analyzed, corrected for filtering effects, and saved in the database. Before applying dynamic
corrections, the 5P components of the reduced balance readings are expressed as
vr=[AF: ' AF: SFI" SF: NF:: NF: RM:_ RM: PM[ PM: ] (14)
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wherethesubscriptsc and s refer to the cosine and sine components, respectively, and the
superscript u refers to the dynamically uncorrected hub load components. The corrected 5P hub
loads are then obtained by multiplying v with the dynamic calibration matrix as
H-lv-w (15)
where the components of the vector w are the corrected 5P hub loads, and w is expressed as
A C C C C . ('wr=[ C AC SF__ SF; NF:. NF_ RM[ RM; PM[ PM, ] (16)
where the superscript c refers to the dynamically corrected hub load components.
Sample results of the dynamic calibration are presented in figures 5-9. These figures show the
variations of the MDART 5P hub loads with the rotor advance ratio at the nominal thrust coefficient-
solidity ratio CT/_ of 0.076. Both corrected magnitudes and phases are shown and compared with
the corresponding uncorrected component s. The magnitude and phase of a hub load component
Z are defined as
Izl= (17)
_z =tan-'(Z_ / Z_) (18)
respectively, and the time evolution of Zis expressed as
z('e) = PzIcos(5W- (19)
with W being the rotor azimuth.
Figure 5 shows the effects of the dynamic correction on the axial hub force. The magnitude
correction of figure 5(a) shows that the correction factor for this component is approximately 1.5
over the whole speed range. Also, the corrected phase leads the uncorrected one by approximately
90 deg. Note that the magnitude correction is not uniform over the speed range shown because the
correction includes interactions with other load components. If the interactions are neglected by
setting the off-diagonal block matrices of the dynamic calibration matrix to zero, then both the
magnitude and the phase corrections would be uniform.
The dynamic corrections for the side force are shown in figure 6. Over the speed range shown,
the magnitude of the corrected component is smaller than the uncorrected one, and the difference in
amplitude is moderate at the low speed (/.t less than 0.15) and becomes significant at the higher
speed range. The largest correction occurs at the advance ratio of 0.20 with a reduction of two-thirds
in magnitude. The phase correction for the side force is small, except for one data point at p equal to
0.15 where the corrected phase lags the uncorrected one by 95 deg.
lI
The normalforcecorrectionsshownin figure7 indicatethatthedynamiccorrectionson this
forcecomponentaresmall in bothmagnitudeandphase.Themagnitudecorrectionis on theorderof
20percentat low speedanddecreasesat higherspeeds,while thephasecorrectionis smallatlow
speedsandincreasesslightly, up to 20-degphaselead,at highspeeds.
Thedynamiccorrectionsfor therolling andpitchingmomentsareshownin figures8 and9,
respectively.Themagnitudecorrectionfor therolling momentis similar to thatfor thesideforce,
andthephasecorrectionis smallfor mostof thespeedrangeshown.Themaximummagnitude
correctionfor the rolling momentoccursat themid-speedrange(,u= 0.20),andis on theorderof
40percentreduction.Over thewholespeedrange,thecorrectedphasevariationfor therolling
momentis nearly identicalto thatof thesideforce.Thephasecorrectionis smallexceptat the
advanceratioof 0.15wherethecorrectedphaselagstheuncorrectedphaseby roughly90deg.
Likewise, themagnitudecorrectionfor thepitchingmomentexhibitsatrendsimilar to thatof the
axial forcewith themaximumreductionof morethan50percent;thephasevariationof the
correctedpitchingmomentis very closeto thatof theaxial force,exceptfor anoffsetof roughly
180deg.Thecorrectedphaseof thepitchingmomentlagstheuncorrectedoneby analmostuniform
offsetof 80-degphaselag over thespeedrangeshown.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A shake test was conducted in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel to identify the modal properties
of the Large Scale Dynamic Rig and the dynamic characteristics of the installed rotor balance. Three
shake test configurations were tested for hub modal identification: wind tunnel scale unlocked with
dampers engaged and disengaged, and wind tunnel scale locked. Test data were analyzed with a
multi-degree-of-freedom time domain algorithm to identify the modal properties of the hub mode.
Test results indicate that the damping of the low frequency hub mode (ground resonance modes)
increases significantly with the wind tunnel dampers engaged.
To identify the dynamic calibration of the rotor balance, the remainder of the shake test was
performed only with the wind tunnel dampers engaged. The dynamic calibration matrix is computed
from the test data using a least-squares error method and includes both magnitude and phase
corrections for the primary as well as the interactions between the balance signals. The dynamic
calibration results are then used to correct for the 5P hub loads obtained from the MDART test
program. The dynamic correction reduces the side force magnitude up to two-thirds, increases the
axial force magnitude up to one-half, and reduces up to one-half the magnitudes of the rolling and
pitching moments. The magnitude correction for the normal force is small, less than 20 percent. The
phase corrections for the side force, normal force, and rolling moment are generally small. For the
axial force and pitching moment, the phase corrections are 90-deg lead and 80-deg lag, respectively.
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Table 1. Nodal coordinates of the stick model
of the test stand shown in figure 4
Coordinate (in.)
Node x y z
1 0 0 283.4
2 0 0 119
3 0 49 119
4 0 -49 119
5 0 49 -14
6 0 -49 -i4
7 0 0 62.4
8 -118.2 0 84.7
9 -102.0 0 62.4
10 -118.2 0 -I0
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Table2. Modalpropertiesof thehubmodes
Dampersoff
Frequency,
Hz
Damping,
percent
Modalmass,
slug
Damperson
Frequency,
Hz
Damping,
percent
Modalmass,
slug
Locked
Frequency,
Hz
Damping,
percent
Modalmass,
slug
Scale Stand
Long Lat Long I Lat 1 Long2 Yaw Long 3 Long4 Lat 2
2.03 2.42
6.54 3.68
1813 1932
- 2.94
- 10.32
- 1243
4.19 4.45 6.48 6.67 7.54 - 12.36
1.77 1.38 0.93 0.63 1.14 - 1.02
135 3136 3390 142 6618 - 167.2
4.26 4.64 6.57 6.71 7.78 - 12.27
2.26 2.00 1.61 0.93 1.77 - 1.11
163.4 8983 3770 1386 9223 - 129.7
3.84 3.68 5.31 5.94 7.36 8.74 12.36
0.89 1.54 1.81 3.44 2.71 3.30 1.02
156.7 1053 573.8 344 273 4079 167.2
Table3.Excitation sequencesfor dynamiccalibration
Sequence
Hub loadcomponents
Typeof shake AF SF NF RM PM
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
Inplane - -1 - - -
Inplane -1 ....
Vertical (center) - - 1 - -
Vertical (offset aft*) - - 1 - -13.8
Vertical (offset forward*) - - 1 - 13.8
Vertical (offset right*) - - 1 13.8 -
Vertical (offset left*) _ _ 1 - 13.8 _
Note: Wind tunnel dampers on.
*Viewed from above.
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Reaction mass
LSDR upper housing
LSDR lower housing
\
Figure 1. Shake test setup for the Large Scale Dynamic Rig in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel.
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Blade flexbeam
(1 of 5)
Circular
Hydraulic actuator
Figure 2. The Large Scale Dynamic Rig undergoing a vertical shake.
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Figure 4. Stick model representation of the Large Scale Dynamic Rig for modal identification.
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